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Summary
This paper develops a mean-variance (MV) framework for integrating pension plan design
into corporate finance. Firm preference for defined benefit (DB) vs. defined contribution
(DC) plans is analyzed by reference to MV dominance conditions. These conditions are
shown to hinge upon the age structure of plan members, but they only yield dominance if
mandatory flat-premium benefit insurance is incorporated into the analysis. In the latter
case, "hybrid" DB-DC plans are found to dominate pure DB plans. The analysis is broadly
supported by recently observed firm behaviour towards pension plan design.

Résumé
Modèle

de Plan

de Retraites

d'Entreprise

dans

un Cadre

d'Ecart

de

Moyenne
Cet article développe un cadre de moyenne - variance (MV) pour intégrer le modèle de plan
de retraites dans les finances d’entreprise. La préférence des entreprises pour les plans de
bénéfices définis (DB) par rapport aux plans de contribution définie (DC) est analysée par
référence à des conditions de dominance MV. Ces conditions dépendant de la structure
d’âge des membres du plan font l’objet de démonstratiosn, mais elles ne produisent une
dominance que si l’assurance de bénéfices de prime uniforme réglementaire est incorporée
dans l’analyse. Dans le dernier cas, des plans DB-DC “hybrides” dominent les plans
purement DB. L’analyse est largement confirmée par l’attitude récemment observée chez les
entreprises àl’égard de la conception des plans de retraite.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The contractualliteratureof labor market economics,pioneeredby
Baily (1974),Gordon (1974),and Azariadis(1975),has providednumerous
insights into the essence of corporatepension plans. One such insight
is particularlyprofound and has special relevance for financial decision making in the pension area.

This is that pension plan design,

which encompasses the entire spectrum of benefit formulas, accrual
1
methods, fundingpatterns,and a host of other provisions, is a mechanism through which firms effect a restructuringof the temporalrelationship between workers’ total compensation,and the value of their marginal product (VMP). This restructuringis a responseto demand and price
uncertaintyin the product market, which translatesthrough the workers’
VMP into wage uncertaintyin the labor market.

For various reasons,

workers (throughtheir personal portfolios)are less able than firms to
2
efficientlydiversify this compensationrisk in the capital markets.
Throughcompensationrestructuring,firms express a commitmentto absorb
some portion of the workers’compensationrisk into the corporateearnings stream, and thus internalizepart of this risk into the capital
market risk-rewardtradeoff of the shareholders(Azariadis (1975), p.
1184).
The nature (implicitor explicit), extent, and time frame of the
firm’s commitmentto play this insurancerole are expressedthrough the
specific pension plan design which the firm selects for effectingthis
compensationrestructuring. To illustrate,it is useful to distinguish
two “polar” cases. In the first case, the firm views the labor contract
strictly in a spot (short-term,period-by-period)
framework. Accordingly, the pension plan is designed such that the workers’ total compensa3
tion equals their VMP in each and every period. In the second case, by
contrast, the labor contract is viewed in a lifetime framework. Enforcementof such a contract dictates that the pension plan be designed
1 Notes appear at the end.
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to effect a total compensationpath which is below the VMP path in the
early part of the workers’career,and above it late in their career, so
that total compensationand VMP are equated over the workers’ entire
worklife,rather than in each period.4
The importanceof the preceding insight lies in that it reveals a
fundamental linkage among the product, labor and capital markets,
through the vehicle of the pension plan. This linkage could bring significant conceptual enrichment to existing treatments of pension plan
design in the corporate financeliterature,which are mostly descriptive
5

in nature.

The purpose of this paper is to formally integratepension

plan design into the corporate finance framework, by exploiting the
linkage just mentioned. Section II incorporatespension compensation,
together with wage compensation,into the income statement setting of
corporate earnings determination.

Through the use of simplifying

assumptions,this “augmented”income statement allows a formulationof
the linkage among the uncertainproduct price, the workers’ total compensation, and the shareholders’earnings stream. Section III applies
this formulationto a defined contribution (DC) and a defined benefit
(DB) plan,6 and develops the conditionsfor plan design preferenceby a
shareholder-wealth
maximizingfirm, using the mean-variance(MV) dominance framework. These conditionsare analyzedby referringto the labor
contractunderpinningsof each plan design. The analysis reveals that
these dominance conditionshinge upon the age structure of the pension
plan population. However, for any given age structure,it is shown that
MV dominance does not exist between DC and DB plans, in the absence of
benefit insurance. In this light, Section IV discusses factors which
light explain the observed preference (and changes in preference)by
firmsfor one plan design over another. The analysis indicatesthat the
?mposition of mandatory flat-premium benefit insurance through the
PensionBenefit Guaranty Corporation(PBGC) has caused “hybrid” (DB-DC)
plans to dominate pure DB plans, and that, through successiveand substantialincreases in the insurancepremium, the PBGC appears to have
reinforcedthis dominance. Section Vprovides the conclusion.
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II. PENSION COSTS AND THE CORPORATEEARNINGS STREAM
7 for a single-productcomConsideran “augmented”income statement
pany which employs a homogeneouslabor force. Let
Q=

f(L, K) = units of output produced and sold;

L = number of workers employedto produce Q;
K = capital employedto produce Q;
∏ = price per unit of Q;
v = variablecost (excludinglabor’scompensation)per unit of Q;
w = wage compensationper worker;
W = total wage compensation;
c = pension compensationper worker;
C = total pensioncompensation;
F = fixed operatingcosts;
I = interestexpense;and
8
Y = net earningsto the shareholders.
Thus,
(1)
The W + C

representsthe workers’ total (wage plus pension) compensa-

tion. Thus, under a spot labor contract, W+ C = VMP in each and every
L
in early periods
period, while under a lifetimecontract W+ C < VMPL
and W + C > VMP in late periods. Under both types of labor contract,
L
V?P captures the productprice uncertaintyat any point in time t.
Lt
That is:

(2)

The extent to which this uncertaintyis absorbed into ? t depends on how
total compensation is structured (partly through the pension plan design) in relationto V?P . To analyze this risk-absorptionprocess,
Lt
three simplifying assumptions are made. First, it is assumed that
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a random, once-onlychange in the current ∏ will occur at the end of one
period. The new price then will be ? 1 , and no further price changes are
foreseenin all subsequentperiods. Second, it is assumed that Q, L, K,
v, F and I will remain unchangedat time 1.

9

Third, at time 1

workers

are assumed to negotiatea salary adjustmentat the rate
In other words, in the absenceof real productivitychanges (as is implicit in the two preceding assumptions),the salary adjustment will
merely maintain the “purchasingpower” of the workers’ salary, or (more
precisely)the workers’ “share”of the firm’s real output.10 Thus,
(3)

It follows from equation (1) that the firm’snet earnings at time 1 are
(4)

Note that ?

1

is generallya functionof

and

that the parametersof h are in fact parametersof pension plan design.
By setting these parameters,the firm restructurestotal compensationin
a manner consistent with its interpretationof the labor contract.
Thus, each plan design may imply a differentdegree of compensationrisk
absorptioninto ?

1

. Inthe next section,the absorptionmechanism- the

shareholders’risk-rewardtradeoff- is compared for a DC and a DB plan.
III. CORPORATEPENSION PLAN DESIGN PREFERENCE
A.

The Shareholders’Risk-RewardTradeoff
Consider first a DC plan.

The firm’s pension obligation is

dischargedin each period by contributinga specifiedpercentage,a, of
that period’s wages into the pension fund. It follows from equation (4)
that
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(5)

Using E and σ to denote the expectations operator and the standard deviation

operator

respectively,

the

shareholders’

risk-reward

tradeoff

is

(6)
and
(7)
where
(8)
The shareholders’ risk-reward tradeoff under a DB plan can be derived in like manner. Assuming for simplicity that the DB plan promises
pension
service,

benefits

11

obtained

the
by

equal
pension

discounting

to

b%

of

component
the

the
of

final
total

benefits

salary,

accrued

period, from the retirement date to time 1.

for

compensation
12

for

service

each
at

year

time

in

1

the

of
is

first

Thus

(9)

where

r = the

riskless

interest

rate

13

and N = the

number of periods

from time 0 to retirement. Substituting the value of ?*
1
tion (4) and simplifying, we have
(10)
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for ?1

in equa-

Applying

the

E

σ

and

operators,

the

shareholders’

risk-reward

tradeoff

is
(11)
and
(12)
where
(13)

The meaning of A and A* is noteworthy. As indicated by equation
(8) and equation (13), these terms express the workers’ total compensation at time 1 as the workers’ share of the firm’s real output, Q, under

a DC and a DB plan respectively. Under both plan designs, the firm may
seek

to

attain

holders,

by

through

a

a

higher

specifying
and

b.

In

a

(lower)
low

this

risk-reward

(high)

way,

level

the

firm

combination
of

pension

may

for

the

plan

attempt

to

share-

“generosity”
control

the

degree to which product price risk (and hence compensation risk) to the
workers
ant

to

is

absorbed

equations

(6)

into

the

and

(7),

shareholders’
and

(11)

risk-reward

and

(12).

tradeoff,

Note,

pursu-

however,

that

under both plan designs the workers can offset such control by the firm,
through

compensating

wage differentials,

14

which would make the initial

W and W* higher (lower) as a and b decreased (increased, such that the A
and A* demanded by the workers were left intact.
Plan Design

B.

and MV Dominance

The preceding result suggests an absence of a clear preference for

a

particular

question,

the

pension
MV

plan

design

dominance

by

criterion

firms.
is

To

used.

further
Under

explore
this

this

criterion,

rational, risk averse firm managers will prefer to offer workers a DB
plan

if
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(14)
with at least one strict inequality. A comparisonof equations (11) and
(12) with (6) and (7) respectively,reveals that (14) cannot be satisfied, since
(15)
That is, neither DBnor DC plans dominate in an MV sense, as depicted
(for A*< A) by the plan design opportunityset in Figure 1.
This result raises questions about observed firm behavior, which
strongly suggests that firms may in fact have clear preferences regarding pension plan design. Why, for example,have DB plans been much more
prevalent than DC plans, both in number and in membership?15 Why have
so many firms, in the early 1980s, gradually transformed their DB plans
16
into “hybrid”plans that containmany DC elements?
Why have a growing
number of newly formed corporate pension plans, as well as most plans
replacing terminated DB plans in recent years, been designed as DC
17
plans?
The followingsection attemptsto advance plausibleanswers to
these questions.
IV. EXPLAININGOBSERVEDFIRM BEHAVIORTOWARDS PENSION PLAN DESIGN
Clues to answering the preceding questions can be sought in two
distinct sources. One source is the contractualfoundationsof pension
plan design, and their relationshipto workforce age.

The other is the

legislative environment governing pension plans, particularly with
regard to benefit insurance.
A.

Plan Design, WorkforceAge, and the Labor Contract
The contractualfoundationsof a given pension plan design can be

discerned from the time path of pension compensationrelative to total
18

compensation.

Under a DC plan, workers receive a constant fraction,

a/(1 + a), of their total compensation,in the form of pension accruals
in each and every period. This suggests that the firm views the labor
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FIGURE 1
Pension

Plan Design

Efficient
Frontier
for A Young Workforce:
No Benefit Insurance
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contract in a spot framework, since the DC pension plan does not provide
a

mechanism

for

effecting

deviations

between

the

workers’

periodic

total

and VMP
L .

compensation

In contrast, the periodic pension accrual under a DB plan, expressed as a fraction z
(from equation

of

t

total

compensation,

is

service-dependent,

since

(13))

(16)

where

t

is

the

number

of

periods

of

service

by

the

mine the time path of z

t , it is convenient to use
version of equation (16), from which it follows that

workers.
the

To

deter-

continuous-time

(17)

Thus, z t increases

with

length

of

service.

This

suggests

that

the

firm

holds a lifetime view of the labor contract, since the DB plan appears
to

serve

low VMP

as
Lt

as posited

a

mechanism

whereby

total

compensation

starts

initially

and increases with service until it eventually exceeds VMP
19
by the lifetime
contract
model.

be,

Lt

The preceding analysis gives a perspective on A and A*, and thus
on

the

corporate

risk-reward

relationship

under

each

plan

design,

as

indicated by (15). For a young workforce, (i.e. for a long N-t in equation

(16)),

total

compensation

at time

1 will

be A* < VMPL1 under

a

DB

plan, whereas A = VMP under a DC plan. Thus A* < A and, pursuant to
(15) E(? 1 *)>
a

young

E(?1 )

workforce

and σ (?
will

1 *)

entail

> σ (?
a

1 ).

higher

That is,
risk-reward

offering

a DB plan

combination

for

to

the

firm than offering a DC plan, as illustrated in Figure 1. In this case,
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despite the lack of MV dominance,firms may exhibit a preferencefor DB
plans, which may be attributed to the managers’ and stockholders’low
20

degree of risk aversion.

This preferencewould exist as long as the

firm maintains a young workforce through continuous hiring of young
workers, and through offering early retirement options and incentives
21

for older workers.

The observed prevalenceof DB plans may be inter-

preted in this light.
In the same vein, observationsof an evolvingshift in pension plan
22

design from DB plans towards DC plans,

may to some extent be attribut-

ed to populationaging, and the concomitantshift in the age structure
of the workforce. For a DB plan whose membershipis concentratedin the
higher age-and-service
cohorts, the precedinganalysisof equation (17)
indicatesthat A* will be larger than for a DB plan with a younger membership. Accordingto (15), a larger A* will result in a lower corporate risk-rewardcombination. Thus, with workforce aging the upper end
of the plan design opportunityset will not be at DB but at DB’, as
shown in Figure 1. Clearly,the plan design distinctionbetween DB’ and
DC will not be as sharp as between DB and DC. Thus, workforceaging may
be an importantfactor in explainingthe observed “metamorphosis”of DB
plans into DB-DC “hybrids”(e.g. DB’ in Figure 1), recently reportedby
23

Pesando (1982).
B.

Plan Design and MandatoryBenefit Insurance
Since the passage, in 1974, of the Employee Retirement Income

SecurityAct (ERISA),U.S. firms with DB plans have been requiredto buy
mandatory benefit

insurance From

the

Pension Benefit Guaranty

Corporation(PBGC)at a flat per-head premium. Firms with DC (and other
non-DB) plans are not subject to this requirement.
insurance premium by λ ,

Denoting the

and using double asterisks to distinguishthe

insured DB plan, it follows from equation (10) that
(18)
Thus, equation (11) becomes
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(19)

while equation (12) remains unchanged. That is,

where

,as shown at DB** in Figure 2.

as

If firms paying the insurance premium were to raise the shareholders’earnings expectationsback to E(? 1 *),then they must attempt
also to increasethe corporateearningsrisk beyond its initial level.
In effect, this would involveshiftingthe insurancecosts to

the work-

ers. For example, firms may design less “generous”DB pension plans by
σ 1(?**
)’

loweringb in equation (13), until E(?*
) and
1

were attained

(DB’ in Figure 2). However,as stated earlier,this would merely prompt
the workers to negotiatean offsettingincreasein W*, such that their
total time 1 compensationof A* is left intact. Thus, DB’ would be infeasible as a response by firms to benefit insurance. Firms’ response
may insteadtake the form of adoptinga “hybrid”plan design, H’, which
24

dominatesthe insuredDB** as shown in Figure 2.
The larger is λ , the
greater is the extent to which “hybrid” plan designs will reflect DC
aspects. This is depicted by H’’ and H' ' ' in

Figure 2, for the case

where λ is doubled and tripled respectively.
The preceding analysis is broadly supported by actual plan design
developmentsin recent years. For example, shortly after the introduc25

tion of mandatorybenefit insurancein Ontario,

Pesando (1982) report-

ed an apparent “metamorphosis”of many DB plans in Canada into DB-DC
“hybrids." A similar and more pronouncedtrend has been observed in the
U.S., coincidentwith the substantialincreases(both actual and plann26

ed) in the PBGC insurancepremiumssince the early 1980s.

Many firms

with ongoing DB plans in that period have considereda switch to a DC
plan design.

27

Moreover,most firms which terminatedtheir overfunded
28

DB plans in that period have replacedthem with DC plans.
V. SUMMARY
Treatments of pension funds in the corporate finance literature
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FIGURE 2
Pension Plan Design "Metamorphosis"Under
Flat-PremiumBenefit Insurance
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have generallylacked a formal theoreticalframeworkfor analyzingplan
design preferenceby shareholder-wealthmaximizing firms.

This paper

has presentedsuch a framework,which uses the “augmented”income statement as a point of departure,and develops MV dominance conditions for
analyzing firm preferencefor DB vs. DC pension plans. The conceptual
richnessof this frameworklies in that it employs an insight from the
contractual literature,regarding the existence of a linkage among the
product, labor and capital markets, through pension plan design. Using
this analyticalframework,this paper has shown that the conditionsfor
for MV dominancebetween DB and DC plans hinge upon the age structureof
the workforce. However, for any given age structure,MV dominancedoes
not exist in the absence of pension benefit insurance. Thus, in such
(pre-ERISA)conditions,the prevalenceof DB plans may not be attributed
to their MV dominanceover DC plans, but (for a young workforce)possibly to the prevalanceof high risk tolerance among corporate managers
and shareholders. Similarly,the reduction in prevalenceof DB plans
may be attributedto workforceaging, rather than to MV dominanceof DC
plans.
Under mandatory flat-premiumbenefit insurance,the above framework
indicatesthat for a young workforce,DB plans are dominatedby “hybrid”
(DB-DC) plan designs.

The larger is the insurance premium, the more

efficientit is for firms to incorporateDC featuresinto their pension
plans and, ultimately,to switch entirelyto a DC plan design.
These analytical results are highly representativeof recently
observed firm behavior towards pension plan design. Thus, the conceptual frameworkdeveloped in this paper may serve more than the limited
purpose of incorporatingpension plan design into corporate finance.
Expanded properly, this frameworkmay also prove useful for analyzing
the impact, on firms, of alternativeinsurancepremium structurespre29
sently under considerationby the PBGC.
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NOTES
1

For a detailed technical discussion of pension plan design, see
McGill (1984).

2

The most commonly mentioned reasons are the difficulties in
diversifyinghuman capital,the limited access of workers to capital
markets, and the workers’ high degree of risk aversion. See Baily
(1974),Azariadis(1975),and Polemarchakis(1979).
3
4

See Pesando and Clarke (1983).
Lazear (1979) shows that such a lifetime compensation path is
optimal for the firm, due to the presence of a lag before the firm
can detect worker “cheating”(shirkingor underperformance). Bulow
(1982) points out that such a compensation path reflects implicit
pension obligations for the firm, beyond what is explicitly
specifiedunder the terms of the pension plan.

5

Copeland and Weston (1988), pp. 643-4, provide a brief two-paragraph
discussion of the choice of plan design.

Brigham and Gapenski

(1985),pp. 960-73, undertakea fuller descriptionof plan design,
with numerical illustrations.
6

These are by far the two most importanttypes of plan designs,both
in terms of prevalenceand membership. See McGill (1984).

7

Treynor, Regan and Priest (1976) were among the first to introduce
the notion of “augmented”financialstatements.

8

For simplicity, and without any loss of generality, the analysis
abstracts from taxes.

The incorporationof a tax rate T would

merely cause both sides of equation (1) below to be multipliedby (1
- T).
9

The shorter is the period from time 0 to time 1, the more reasonable
is this assumption.

10

We return to this point later, in the analysis of equation (8) and
equation (13).
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11 It can readily be shown that the results of the analysis also hold
for other benefit formulas,such as career average, final average,
and so on.
12 The asteriskdistinguishesthe DB case. Note that for each plan design the workers may factor a different“compensating differential”
into their current wage settlement. Thus, in general W* ≠ W

and,

. Fora theoreticalexpositionof compenas a consequence,?* ≠ ?
1
1
sating differentials,see Rosen (1974). For empirical evidence on
compensatingwage differentialsfor pensions,see Schillerand Weiss
(1980) and Smith (1981).
The appropriatediscountrate for valuing the firm’s pension obligation is the riskless rate.

As pointed out by Treynor, Regan and

Priest (1976), this rate reflects the highest degree of certainty
that the firm will dischargeits contractualpension obligation.
14 See the referencescited in footnote12.
15 McGill (1984).
16 Pesando (1982).
17 Copelandand Weston (1988),p. 655.
18 8arnow and Ehrenberg(1979).
19 Lazear (1979),and Pesandoand Clarke (1983).
20 The lifetime contract model assures that

firm managers and

shareholdershave low risk aversion. See for example Akerlof and
Miyazaki (1980).

Some authors, such as Azariadis (1975) and

Polemarchakis(1979), even assume that managers and shareholersare
risk neutral.
21 Lazear (1979) shows that DB

plans and mandatory retirement are

complementary mechanisms for

enforcement of

lifetime labor

contracts. Evidence on early retirement options is documented in
Clark and McDermed (1982).
22 Pesando (1982),and Copelandand Weston (1988),p. 655.
23 Such a “metamorphosis”would of course leave the workers with a
larger share of compensationrisk. For a discussionof this issue,
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see the article entitled “Should Employees Shoulder More of the
RetirementBurden?” InstitutionalInvestor (May 1983), pp. 99-101.
24

H'

is some combinationof DB and DC. The workers’ total time 1 com-

pensationat H’ is ?, which is some average of A* and A.
young workforce,A > ?

For a

> A* as stated above. Thus, to attain H’ the

firm must increasethe workers’total time 1 compensationfrom A* to
?.
25

In December 1980, Bill 214 introduceda Pension Benefit Guarantee
Fund in Ontario, to provide mandatory benefit insurance for DB
plans.

26

See Allen, Melone and Rosenbloom(1984),p. 381, for a discussionof
these increases.

27
28
29

InstitutionalInvestor(May 1983),pp. 99-101.
Copelandand Weston (1988),p. 655.
For a discussion of these alternatives,see McGill (1984), pp.
598-602.
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